This Boeing Spells Luxury
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It’s like staying overnight in a luxurious hotel—only up in the sky.

Beginning next month, high-rolling jetsetters may experience their flight of a lifetime aboard a spanking and private 787 Boeing Business Jet (BBJ). This chartered plane under the upscale BBJ line of Boeings is transformed by Kestrel Aviation Management.

The result is a 2,400-foot private jet packed with a grand foyer, a master suite, state of the art amenities, and deluxe sleeper seats—all coupled with an elegant design. After its upscale overhaul, the original $224.6 million price tag of this 787 BBJ is added another $100 million or so.

It can fly a total of 40 passengers to as far as 9,800 miles from its point of origin—or equivalent to about 17 hours—to any choice of destination.

And during that long-haul flight, expect service at its finest, and comfort at its best. Here’s how:
The grand entry

This round foyer is nothing but grand what with its well-lighted, airy and modern space. Talk about first impressions.

Lounge in style

Watching in flight movies has never been this stylish! Relax at the main lounge’s two day beds placed in front of 55-inch flat-screen TV. For a little privacy, there are two individuals seats each with its 24-inch screen. The main lounge exudes a formal vibe with its muted furniture shades.
Room for business

And since the private 787 BBJ will definitely cater to millionaire businessmen, there is also a place for meetings. It features a pair of long divans, four rotating chairs, and tables. It can also serve as a posh dining area.

Be my guest

In this luxurious plane, the less expensive accommodation is the guest cabin, which is like an upgraded business class. It has 18 full-flat, first-class sleeper seats ensuring extreme comfort for passengers.
Love the lav!

For sure, passenger will take their time inside one of the private 787 BBJ’s five lavatories, equipped with the most premium of toiletries.

‘Oasis of silence’
Sleep with utmost peace inside the plane’s master suite, which according to Kestral Avation was “designed to be an ‘oasis of silence.” The room’s noise level is only 48 decibels. Imagine living in a quiet suburban home but in truth your flying on a plane. It also has its own bathroom with marbled his and her sinks, and a double-sized shower room. And as if that’s not enough, it also features a cavernous dressing room and walk-in closet! It’s the life!
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